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Investigation of the local structure of CrWN2 by electron diffraction, medium resolution electron microscopy,

and image simulation verify that this nitride possesses the same rhombohedral-based structure and

AA'BB'CC'AA'BB'CC'¼ layered stacking sequence as found for LiMoN2. Two distinctive types of defects were

observed in this compound, including twinning and intergrowth defects, which probably arise as an inherent

consequence of this crystal structure type. An analysis and a description of the relationship between the crystal

structure and common defects in CrWN2 are discussed.

Introduction

Inorganic compounds which possess layered crystal structures
often exhibit a rich array of chemical and physical properties,
including low-dimensional magnetism, charge density wave
phenomena, and superconductivity.1 What is particularly
intriguing about these compounds is the potential to drama-
tically alter their anisotropic properties through modest
modi®cations in composition and crystal structure, as was
recently observed in the electrical behavior of the layered
nitrochloride LixZrNCl.2 Ever since the discovery of the ®rst
layered ternary nitride phase, NaTaN2, by Jacobs and von
Pinkowski,3 there has been heightened interest in exploring
other layered nitride compounds and structural motifs. With
respect to the more well known oxide and sul®de analogues, the
expectations are that the layered ternary and higher order
nitrides will display novel crystal structures, unusual cation±
anion bonding arrangements, and a diverse collection of
magnetic, optical, and electrical properties.4

Unfortunately, the unique chemistry of nitrogen presents a
number of challenges when it comes to the preparation of
ternary nitrides. The diffusion rate of nitrogen in many
materials is typically slow, consequently high temperatures
are often required to achieve reasonable solid state reaction
rates. However, the high strength of the triple bond in
molecular nitrogen (941 kJ mol21 vs. 499 kJ mol21 for the
double bond in O2) often gives rise to low free energies of
formation and many ternary nitrides tend to be thermodyna-
mically unstable, or only marginally stable, at elevated
temperatures.5 These problems are further exacerbated by
entropic effects, which favor lower nitrogen-to-metal ratios
with increasing processing temperatures. Thus, the optimal
synthetic conditions of ternary nitrides are often bounded by
the slow diffusion rate of nitrogen at low temperatures and by
the inherent instability of these compounds at high tempera-
tures. The dif®culties in synthesis are particularly apparent
with the layered ternary transition metal±transition metal
nitrides; only a handful of these compounds are known. As a
consequence, there is a general dearth of information with
respect to the crystal chemistries and physical properties of
these materials. In addition, there have been dif®culties in
characterizing the crystal structures of these compounds, some
of which stem from the fact that most of the new nitrides have
thus far been prepared only in powder form, therefore
unequivocal single crystal data is not available. Of the eight

known layered transition metal±transition metal nitrides
reported in the literature, the proposed crystal structure
models of four of these have later been questioned or
amended.6±12

In light of the recent synthetic and characterization
problems, it is apparent that in order to completely understand
the structures of the layered ternary nitrides, not only is a
global description of the crystal structure and bonding
arrangement in the compound necessary, but so too is an
account of the local structure that arises from defects and local
compositional ¯uctuations. The local structure of crystalline
materials is often best examined by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). In fact, in the past two decades, TEM has
played an increasingly important role in the structural
characterization of a number of solid state materials,
particularly transition metal oxides, elucidating details that
are often not revealed by ordinary X-ray or neutron diffraction
crystallographic studies.

In an earlier report we discussed the synthesis and structural
determination of CrWN2 by means of Rietveld re®nement
using X-ray powder diffraction data. CrWN2 was found to
have a layered structure including layers of WN6 trigonal
prisms and CrN6 octahedra stacked in a cubic close packed
manner.13 In this article, we report the results of our electron
diffraction, medium resolution electron microscopy and image
simulation studies of CrWN2. The objectives of this study were
two-fold: (i) to test the validity of the structural model of
CrWN2

13 and (ii) to catalogue and examine structural defects
occurring in this particular structural type of layered nitride
compound. This investigation of the defect structure of CrWN2

represents one of the ®rst transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) studies on a compound from the layered nitride family.

Experimental

Nitride synthesis

Chromium tungsten dinitride, CrWN2, powder was prepared
by the ammonolysis of a complexed precursor, employing an
approach similar to that previously reported for the prepara-
tion of other ternary transition metal nitride powders.14

Essentially, chromium(III) chloride hexahydrate (99.995%,
Aldrich) and tungsten hexachloride (99.9z%, Aldrich) were
dissolved in equimolar amounts in anhydrous acetonitrile
(99.8%, Aldrich). The two metal species were then simulta-
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neously complexed with the bidentate chelate 1,2-diamino-
ethane (99%, Sigma), forming a dark green viscous liquid which
settled out from the acetonitrile phase. Evaporation of the
acetonitrile yielded a dark green waxy solid, which was further
dried under vacuum at 90 ³C for 6 h. This waxy solid was used
as the precursor for CrWN2. It was found that the ternary
nitride could be prepared in phase-pure form with a high degree
of crystallinity by heating the precursor in ¯owing ammonia
(ca. 130 ml min21) at a rate of 3 ³C min21 to 750 ³C and
holding the furnace at this temperature for 20 h. The furnace
was then turned off and the sample was allowed to cool inside
the furnace.

Methods of characterization

The as-ammonolyzed powders were crushed in an agate mortar
and mixed with butan-l-ol to form a slurry, then ultra-
sonicated for approximately 10 min to break up any agglom-
erates. In general, the ground powders were ®rst examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS) to observe the size and morphology of
the nitride powder particles and to estimate the ratio of the
metal constituents. A DX-4 EDS analyzer connected to an
AMRAY 1810 scanning electron microscope operating at
20 kV was used to conduct the spectroscopic analyses. ZAF
correction factors for chromium and tungsten in the EDS
measurements were made using appropriate standards. The
samples were mounted by placing a small amount of the
ground powder onto a double-sided carbon tape af®xed to a
carbon SEM sample stub and blowing excess powder off the
stub with a duster. In order to achieve a good statistical
representation of the sample's metal composition, typically 10
to 20 powder particles were chosen for analysis in a given EDS
measurement.

Once the ratio of chromium to tungsten in the powder had
been estimated by EDS, quantitative chemical analyses were
performed by Galbraith Laboratories (Knoxville, TN). Induc-
tively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy was used
to determine the concentration of the metal species; combus-
tion analyses were employed to evaluate the nitrogen, carbon,
and oxygen contents following the American Society for
Testing and Materials standard ASTM D5373,15 while
coulometric titration was used to analyze for particularly low
concentrations of these species; ion chromatography and
capillary electrophoresis techniques were used to determine
the chlorine levels.

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected with a
Guinier±HaÈgg focusing camera using Cu-Ka1 radiation and
silicon as an internal standard. The X-ray ®lms were evaluated
using the SCANPI ®lm scanner system.16 Peaks found in the
resulting XRD patterns were indexed using the DICVOL17

indexing program and cell parameters calculated by DICVOL
were further re®ned using the PIRUM18 cell re®nement
program. Additionally, the X-ray data set was re®ned using
the Rietveld re®nement program FULLPROF,19 in which peak
shapes were represented by a modi®ed pseudo-Voigt function20

and atomic thermal displacements were assumed to be
isotropic.

For the TEM studies, a small amount of the ground nitride
sample was re-ground in butan-l-ol. The resulting dispersion
was ultra-sonicated for 3 min, then allowed to settle for at least
2 min. A drop of the supernatant liquid was placed onto a
holey carbon ®lm supported by a copper grid and the butanol
was allowed to evaporate. Conventional electron diffraction
studies and microanalysis of single-crystallite fragments were
performed using a JEOL JEM 2000 FX electron microscope
operating at 200 kV (with a z45³ side-entry double-tilt
holder). The microscope was equipped with a LINK QX200
EDS in the high angle (70³) position. The lattice image studies
were conducted in a JEOL JEM 3010 microscope with a top-

entry double-tilt goniometer (1.7 AÊ point-to-point resolution)
operating at 300 kV. Simulated electron micrographs were
prepared using the program suite MacTempas.21

Results and discussion

Phase analysis and structural model

As seen in the SEM micrographs in Fig. 1(a), despite grinding
and sonication, the ammonolyzed chromium±tungsten powder
still displays some agglomeration, with an agglomerate size in
the order of 1±10 mm. At higher magni®cations, shown in
Fig. 1(b), it is apparent that the agglomerates are composed of
platelet-shaped microcrystals. The microcrystals were typically
found to be 40±80 nm in diameter, with thicknesses between
approximately 8 and 12 nm. This morphology was taken to be
an indication of the underlying layered crystal structure of the
compound, which was later con®rmed by X-ray and electron
diffraction analyses.

Semi-quantitative analysis of several powder samples using
EDAX consistently gave Cr/W ratios of near unity, in good
agreement with the expected value of 1.0. These results were
con®rmed on a more local scale by EDS on the JEM 2000 FX
instrument. Similarly, results from the chemical analyses,
shown in Table 1, verify the stoichiometry of the ammonolyzed
Cr±W compound as CrWN2. The slight nitrogen de®ciencies
observed in these samples are similar to those reported
previously for the same compound.13 It should be noted that
all of the impurities (O, C, Cl) that one might expect to be
found in the product, derived from the chelation preparation
technique described above, are all low in concentration (below
1000 ppm).

Although the lines observed in the XRD ®lm for this
compound were somewhat diffuse, the d-spacing values at
FWHM of the corresponding peaks observed in the SCANPI-
interpreted diffraction pattern were found to match those
reported for CrWN2.13 No extraneous lines were observed.
Based on the indexing results from DICVOL and PIRUM, the
observed peaks over the 0±90³ 2h range ®t the CrWN2 indexing
scheme with a de Wolff22 ®gure of merit of M18~238. Least
squares re®nement of the lattice parameters, using a hexagonal
notation, yielded values of a~2.845(8) AÊ and c~15.617(2) AÊ .
Results from the Rietveld re®nement displayed excellent
agreement with those found in the previous study, yielding
lattice and atomic parameters within 1±2% of the published
data. The re®nement converged with the following residuals:
Rwp~0.054, Rp~0.043, RI~0.0203, Dwd~1.08, and x2~0.97.
Based on the veri®cation provided by this analysis, the data
from ref. 13 were employed in the structural models for the
TEM studies.

Thus far, all of the known layered ternary transition metal
nitrides fall into two structural categories, either hexagonal or
rhombohedral.5±12 The structural variations between these two
different forms, as well as between the variants within each
category, due to stacking of the constituent layers are relatively
subtle. According to the reported structural model for CrWN2,
the atoms in this nitride were found to be distributed over the
following Wyckoff positions in the trigonal R3 (146) space
group, hexagonal axes: 1 Cr in 3(a) at (0, 0, 0.8251(7)), 1 W in
3(a) at (0, 0, 0), 1 N in 3(a) at (0, 0, 0.2629(6)), and 1 N in 3(a) at
(0, 0, 0.4068(5)). Thus, ideally, CrWN2 consists of alternating
sheets of nitrogen atoms according to the packing sequence a±
a±b±b±c±c. The tungsten atoms are found with trigonal
prismatic coordination in the a±a, b±b and c±c layers of
nitrogen atoms and the chromium atoms are sandwiched
within octahedral interstices formed between the adjacent close
packed nitrogen layers; a±b, b±c, c±a etc. These polyhedral
arrangements are represented in Fig. 2(a). The alternating
layers of edge-sharing WN6 trigonal prisms and edge-sharing
CrN6 octahedra are stacked in an AA'BB'CC' manner along
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the c-axis, as shown in Fig. 2(b), thus de®ning a trigonal
structure as opposed to a hexagonal structure, where A, B, and
C are the WN6 layers and A', B', and C' are the CrN6 layers.

A second means of visualizing the layered arrangement of
CrWN2, which is particularly instructive when interpreting
layering defects in this material, is to recognize that the
nitrogen layers on either side of any given tungsten layer are
stacked in coincident pairs, with one adjacent nitrogen layer
positioned directly over the other. As shown in Fig. 2(b), these
paired nitrogen layers are stacked in CrWN2 in an a±a±b±b±c±
c±a¼ arrangement in a manner similar to that seen in FCC
stacking. From this perspective, the chromium layers `dictate'
the forward z1/3,z1/3 shift of N±W±N slabs in the x,y plane
as they are stacked along the c-axis. As a result, an adjacent
WN6 trigonal prism layer can act as a potential twinning plane
for a stacking shift in the negative direction, i.e. 21/3,21/3.

Structural defects: stacking faults (twinning)

Most of the crystallites studied with the transmission electron
microscope were oriented in the a±b plane. This is not
surprising considering the two dimensional nature of the
structure. No superstructure re¯ections were observed in the
electron diffraction patterns taken along v001w. The electron
diffraction (ED) patterns recorded along the v100w direc-
tions exhibited systematic absences, 2hzkzl~3n, in agree-

Fig. 1 SEM micrographs showing the morphology of the nitride
powder particles obtained after heat treating the precursors at 750 ³C
for 20 h in ammonia: (a) at 10 0006 magni®cation and (b) at 125 0006
magni®cation.

Fig. 2 Proposed structure for CrWN2 displaying: (a) a polyhedral
model of the trigonal prismatic coordination of nitrogen around
tungsten and of the octahedral nitrogen coordination around
chromium, and (b) the stacking sequence of the WN6 trigonal prism
layers and the CrN6 octahedral layers, or alternatively the nitrogen
layers, in CrWN2. The unit cell of CrWN2 is outlined by the heavy
black lines.

Table 1 Chemical analysis of the nitrided Cr±W product

Concentration/
atom% or ppm Sample 1 Sample 2 Theoretical

%Cr 25.86 25.69 25.00
%W 25.52 25.41 25.00
%N 48.27 48.46 50.00
ppm C 875 830 0
ppm O 222 374 0
ppm Cl 844 763 0 Fig. 3 Electron diffraction pattern of a twinned CrWN2 crystallite

taken along [010].
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ment with space group R3 (hexagonal setting). The hexagonal
setting will be used below. In general, the ED patterns and
simulated electron micrographs observed in this investigation
con®rm the Rietveld re®nement results in this study, and thus
those of the previously reported structural model for CrWN2.
However, the ED patterns frequently revealed the existence of
twinning in the {001} planes, as seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 8 (a) A magni®cation of the area in Fig. 7 marked as A, B,
C. Regions A and B consist of CrWN2 intergrown along {102} and
{001}, respectively. Region C appears to be composed of cubic close-
packed CrN. (b) A structural interpretation of the triple junction in (a).

Fig. 4 Electron micrograph of a crystallite with twinning recorded
close to the Scherzer focus (2412 AÊ ). The arrows on the left denote the
twinning planes in the structure. The lattice fringes are tilted by ca. 19³
across the twin boundary, as shown by the black-on-white lines.

Fig. 5 Simulated electron micrographs (defocus, horizontal; thickness,
vertical) of CrWN2.

Fig. 6 A structure model showing a twin defect. The packing sequence
of the nitrogen ions is given.

Fig. 7 Electron micrograph showing a group of intergrown crystal-
lites. Regions marked as A, B, and C, and as D, denoted by the arrows
in the ®gure, are magni®ed in Fig. 8 and 10, respectively.
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A TEM image which displays examples of this type of defect
in CrWN2 is shown in Fig. 4. A simulation of this image using
the atomic coordinates previously published for CrWN2 is
shown in Fig. 5. A comparison between the observed image,
taken close to the Scherzer focus (defocus 2412 AÊ ), and the
simulated image shows good agreement for a crystal thickness
of 60 AÊ at the crystallite's edge, marked by the lower arrow on
the left-hand side of Fig. 4. At this imaging condition, the dark
contrasts correspond to tungsten atoms, while the chromium
atoms are seen as a pale gray contrast. The coherent
boundaries of one pair of twins are marked by the double
arrows in the upper left corner of the electron micrograph. The
black-on-white lines on the lower right-hand side of the image
highlight the tilt angle across the coherent boundary of a third
twin. As described in the preceding section, the twinning is
caused by mirror planes in the trigonal prismatic layers. The
packing sequence of the nitrogen ions is then b±b±a±a±c±c±b±|±
b±c±c±a±a as seen in the structural model shown in Fig. 6. The
tilt angle between the lattice fringes in the electron micrograph
is 19³, in agreement with what was observed in the ED patterns
and the structural model.

Structural defects: intergrowth defects

In addition to twinning, intergrowth defects were also
frequently found in the microstructure of CrWN2, an example
of which is displayed in Fig. 7 (the image is recorded close to
the Scherzer focus). The fragment marked as A in this ®gure is
a crystallite of CrWN2 as viewed along a v100w axis. Grown
into this fragment and also oriented along v100w, but rotated
counter-clockwise 72³ to the layers in A is a second fragment of
CrWN2, marked as B. The intergrowth planes for A and B are
{102} and {001}, respectively. At the triple point between the
two CrWN2 crystallites a different crystalline pattern is seen,
marked C. A reasonable interpretation of the structure of this
third region is that it consists of cubic CrN,23 of the rock salt
type, as viewed along [110]. A magni®cation of this area and a
structural model showing how this triple junction can be
accommodated into the structure without larger structural
arrangements are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b). The angle
between the CrWN2 units in the model is 72³, in good
agreement with what was observed in the image. A reasonable
agreement between the simulated images in Fig. 5, and the area
marked B in the electron micrograph (defocus ca. 2400 AÊ ),
shown in Fig. 8, is found for a crystal thickness of 60 AÊ . An
image simulation for cubic close-packed CrN shows a good
correspondence with the image at 2400 AÊ and 60 AÊ , close to C
in the observed image, as shown in Fig. 9.

The idea that region C is CrN is supported by the two-layer
intergrowth defect at D in Fig. 7. A magni®cation of this defect
together with an interpretation is shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).
The defect appears to consist of an extra layer of CrN6

octahedra inserted between the layers of WN6 trigonal prisms
giving a double layer of CrN6 octahedra. Assuming that the
composition of this defect is CrN, its occurrence in CrWN2 is

Fig. 10 (a) A magni®cation of area D in Fig. 7. Shown in this image is
a two-layer thick intergrowth defect. As seen to the left of the arrow, an
extra layer of CrN6 octahedra appears to be inserted between the two
sheets of WN6 trigonal prisms, thus forming a double layer of
octahedra. A model of the defect in (a) is displayed in (b).

Fig. 9 Simulated electron micrographs (defocus, horizontal; thickness,
vertical) of cubic CrN.
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interesting. It implies that the ternary nitride and CrN may
have similar free energies of formation under the given heat
treatment conditions. Additionally, it suggests that as the
ternary nitride phase nucleates and grows during ammonolysis,
the occasional formation of this double layer may act as a site
for coherently templating additional layers of CrN6, forming
the more extensive intergrowth region of CrN seen in Fig. 8(a).
Note, from the structural model in Fig. 8(b), that the
octahedral planes of the intergrown CrN fragment can
subsequently act as potential sites for the coherent nucleation
and growth of CrWN2. Ultimately, high spatial microanalysis
will be required to determine if the area marked C is CrN.

In some of the ED patterns recorded along n11
_
0m diffuse

streaks are seen parallel to the reciprocal c* axis intersecting the
reciprocal [110]*~n1120m* axis at 1/3 and 2/3, as shown in
Fig. 11. This is, typically, an indication of disordering
phenomena. However, its coincidence with the observation
of the CrN intergrowth defects could not be rigorously
established and thus the exact origin of this streaking remains
unknown.

Conclusions

The crystal structure and local microstructure of the layered
ternary nitride, CrWN2, have been studied by medium
resolution transmission electron microscopy combined with
electron diffraction and image simulation. The experimental
results con®rm that CrWN2 is a layered compound crystallizing
in the R3 space group. The layering sequence consists of
alternating sheets of edge-sharing CrN6 octahedra and edge-
sharing WN6 trigonal prisms stacked in an AA'BB'CC'¼ FCC-
like fashion along the c-axis. Shifting of the chromium layers in
this sequence was found to occur quite frequently, leading to
the formation of coherent twins in the CrWN2 microstructure.
Evidence of coherent intergrowth defects, of variable thickness,
was also observed. Based on the structural models of CrWN2

and of CrN in the rock salt con®guration, image simulations of
the intergrowth regions suggest that they are likely composed
of chromium nitride.
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